
             Issued 23/03/2022 

Minutes of the 64th Annual General Meeting 
of the United Kingdom Wayfarer Class Association 

held virtually, via Zoom, ahead of the RYA Dinghy and Watersports Show 
on Thursday 24th February 2022 at 7.00pm 

1. Notice of Meeting    
               Chairman, John Mellor (JM) welcomed all those present to the AGM and asked that members mute themselves unless they 

wished to speak. If they did wish to speak, to use the hand symbol or just wave frantically at the camera and someone 
would see them. JM explained that the meeting would be recorded, there might be a slight delay when people spoke and 
that voting would take place by a show of a hands by those eligible to vote. (Full/boat owning members or one person per 
boat).   

               2021 had been much better than 2020 and we managed to run both racing and cruising events. Our thanks must go to all 
those people who make the events possible: Tim Townsend (TT) does a remarkable job as Racing Secretary not only in 
organising the programme but in reporting it in Y&Y and elsewhere. Other stalwarts such as Boris Morris (BM) and Jeremy 
Norman (JN) lead on the cruising front and they are ably assisted by a host of regular presenters and rally organisers. We 
are fortunate to have two magazines: the rather lovely printed one edited by Merrin Froggett (MF) and our monthly 
Enews put together by Luke Bosman (LB). Both were thanked sincerely.  

               Membership numbers are up again and whilst we cannot quantify it, we believe it is due in no small measure to the success 
of the Facebook Dinghy Group ably managed by Paul Coveney (PC). 

 
JM explained that there would be a change in order of the Agenda due to some members present only being able to stay for a short 
While after the start. 
 
2. Apologies for absence: Were received from: Roger Proctor, Hon Life member, Ralph Roberts W9885 Hon Life member, Paul 

Coveney W934 Nick Hodshon W198 Hon Life member, and Catherine Gore W10974. 
3. Minutes of previous meeting held via Zoom on Saturday 27 February 2021:  Were agreed and proposed by Merrin 

Froggett A1973 and seconded by Tim Townsend W11012.  They were ‘pp’d and signed as a true and correct record for JM, 
by SB.  

4. Matters arising from the Minutes from the floor of the meeting or have been notified to the Secretary in writing not less 
than 45 days before the AGM:  None. 

14.          Presentation of Trophies:  
                Racing Trophies: The Neil Rushton Trophy: Held up by Nigel O’Donnell, (NoD) for all to see, TT explained that this is 

awarded to the most improved helm, according to the National Ranking table by the Racing Secretary.  TT recognised that a 
helm could not improve, or win it, without a crew!  This trophy was not awarded at last year’s AGM due to there being no 
National Circuit racing events held in 2020. 2021 saw the start of the NC Series and with Covid and various travel 
restrictions, numbers were low at these events but Clubs like BSC and MYC saw a good turnout in Club racing.   TT was sorry 
that this year’s winner was unable to make the meeting tonight but was delighted to present it to his crew, Steve Perkins in 
Martyn Hare’s W11305, absence.  Steve was delighted and would let Martyn know.   The trophy was well deserved; well 
done.  

               Cruising Trophies: 
               The Frank Dye Viking Longship Trophy. This trophy had originally been donated by Frank Dye and re-named in his memory, 

2011. It was originally donated by Frank for the best cruising log received that year.  It is now awarded for the best account 
of an adventurous, independent cruise, with reference to navigational and technical details of the vessels’ movements 
during that trip, either reported in Wayfarer News, written as a cruising log or shown as a video.  (Open to all Wayfarer 
cruisers, not necessarily Vikings).  It is awarded by the previous year’s winner, Connie Foreman W 10508/ W545. Connie 
explained that there was a good number of high-quality logs and reports but she particularly liked Jeremy Warren and 
Jonathan Ferguson’s account of Hafren’s Viking Adventure W10022, in the Winter 2021 edition of Wayfarer News which 
described the adventure; peaceful night times, sunrises - and shopping trip to Tescos.  Wayfarer cruising at its best. Connie 
hoped it would encourage other sailors to go cruising and improve their skills and knowledge.   Both Jeremy and Jonathan 
were present and Mark Foreman held the wonderful trophy up for all to see.   Jeremy was delighted and humbled to be 
presented with this trophy; he had not met Jonathan Ferguson until picking him up before the cruise began. Jonathan 
thanked Connie and Jeremy and was hugely grateful to have been part of this cruise. He hoped it would inspire lots of 
others to get out there and have wonderful adventures, themselves. 

               Piers Plowman Trophy: Held up by John Mellor. This was awarded by Boris Morris on behalf of last year’s winner, Gerard 
Brown W10630.  Originally awarded for the best cruising article published in the last year in Wayfarer News by a co-
habiting couple by Greta Plowman in memory of her husband, Piers Plowman.   Now awarded for the best magazine article 
in Wayfarer News (or video diary) of any cruise: single or multi day, whether a Rally or independent, except where the 
article or video is of a more technical and detailed nature, like a log.  BM was delighted to present it to John Miller W10695.  
It was an account of a beautiful cruise; BM wished he had been there.  John was not present at the time, and was 
presented with it when he was able to join the meeting a short while later: Tony Hill, present, sailed with John and would 
message him. 

               This trophy still had a great family / household feel to it, within the Wayfaring rally ‘family’.   
               Golden Bucket Trophy: Held up by Jonathan Ferguson for all to see.  Awarded for support services to the cruising 

community: originally donated, and made by Ralph Roberts himself.  BM was delighted to award this to Merrin Froggett 
A1973 who produced the absolutely fabulous Wayfarer News, organised a wonderful ‘sail in company’ cruise with Kay 



Marriott and also edited the latest 6th edition of the Wayfarer Book.  All absolutely splendid services rendered to cruising.  
Well done. 

               Ian Proctor Memorial Trophy: for outstanding services to Wayfaring.    Held up by Mark Foreman for all to see, JM felt 
privileged to present this to an unsung hero, who freely gives their services year after year and without whom we would 
not be where we are today.  

               He is one of those rare people who both race and cruise and is pretty good at both (JM once managed to get past him on 
the Norfolk Broads but not for long. I am told his wife Helen was tasked with flying a wind sail under the boom, once upon 
a time, in order to get in front). He has played many parts in the Wayfarer Association not least in his rally organisation. His 
planning is meticulous, his organisation faultless and paperwork precise. He looks after the people on his rallies and is very 
encouraging to those new to cruising.  

               Not only has he run rallies for many years he has been a presenter at the cruising conference many times and organised 
conferences and training events at his own club. Shooting a bridge under sail is no problem for Mike. He even showed how 
it was done on a lake with no bridge at one of his training events. No bridge? No problem. A bit of ingenuity a couple of 
canoes and a gantry between them was all that was needed.  

               It gave JM very great pleasure to present the Iain Proctor Memorial Trophy to Mike Playle W10598.  
               TT had to leave this meeting early and his Race report was next.  
9. Hon Racing Secretary’s Report:  Tim Townsend (TT) reported that it had been really nice to be able to travel to racing 

events again in 2021.  He enjoyed the challenge of racing somewhere new, in addition to racing at his club, and meeting 
other people.  Covid 19 had impacted the 2021 season; numbers at club racing events held steady and was doing very well 
at some clubs such as BSC and MYC.  The numbers of people prepared to travel during the various travel restrictions and 
Covid concerns, were limited and numbers had been down at NCS events. The weather (wind) had also impacted some 
events; WOSC and DSC, which was re-scheduled.  The Nationals had also been impacted by the weather and it was great to 
see new faces at these events; particularly Sean and Helen Murry from PYC and Martyn Hare and Steve Perkins  from BSC, 
as well as father and daughters: Brian and Charlotte White and Mark and Connie Forman, at the Nationals.   

                The 2022 Internationals were being held in Lake Eustis, Florida, USA, next week; several members present at this meeting 
were planning to go. It was appreciated that this had been a very difficult event to organise and gain the confidence of 
those able to travel to it.  The fact that it is going ahead is a testament to the organisers. 

                2022 had a good sail race programme planned with the National Circuit Series and both the National an rolled over from 
last year, European Championships being held at Arun YC in August.   TT reported that there was interest from the Danes in 
attending the event.  

               TT wished to thank Mark Lee of Craftinsure for their continued generous support of the Class at these, and other, events.  It 
is much appreciated. Mark Lee also needed to leave the meeting early and had just left.  

               TT struggled to find inland venues as we had lost one or two from last year and invited members to offer suggestions for 
new venues.  For this reason the NCS may be 7 not 8 events this year, with 3 inland and 4 salt water.  The programme 
would be finalised next week.   The first events are in April at DSC and WOSC.  TT was looking forward to seeing as many as 
possible at these events.  

                MF kindly wished those going to the Internationals an uncomplicated journey and that they all have a great time.  TT left 
the meeting.  

5. Hon Treasurer’s Report: Accounts as published ahead of the meeting and attached below. Philip Ayton (PA) reported 2021 
had been a strong year finishing with £5.5K compared with a cash deficit of £1K last year.   Membership has increased and 
the new 6th edition Wayfarer Book was selling very well.  Craftinsure continued to support the Class and this was a very 
welcome income, and PA wished to thank Mark Lee.   The Virtual CC21 was extremely successful and although expenses 
had to be met to hold it, the event made £900 surplus.    Normal expenses and especially postage was up: Sarah Burgess 
(SB) Class Secretary was busier meeting all the orders.   PA wished to add his thanks to MF for producing the book and 
magazine and negotiating a better deal for printing and sending out.  Well done MF.  PA wished to thank all for supporting 
the Class by holding events and to all members.  He was feeling unusually indulgent and would be pleased to hear from 
members ideas on how some money could be spent to continue the value of membership.  PA also wished to thank Dave 
Barker our retiring Webmaster for all his hard and long-standing help and support of our website, including the Shop which 
was a very important side of our income.   

6. R&T Report JM reported that last year had followed much the same pattern as usual with requests for help in restoring old 
boats and trying to find boat numbers and history. Sarah Burgess liaises with Ian Porter about boat numbers and their 
history and at times is able to help, but as we have found once a boat plaque has been lost then discovering the 
provenance of a boat is nearly impossible.  

               The SWS has noted there is an anomaly in our rules. At the moment should you want a boat measured then a 
measurement form has to be completed by the owner, measurer and boat builder. Where boat builders have gone out of 
business, they cannot of course fill in the forms so in theory a boat built in the past by say Moors would not be able to be 
measured. Our rules also state that a measurer cannot measure a boat in which they have a vested interest but Hartley 
boats do measure their own boats. Both these cases require a rule change but as the SWS note they have been measuring 
boats without the boat builders form filling for decades so the change to the rules is just to bring them in line with current 
practice. This will be discussed at the next WIC committee meeting and reported back.  

  
Proposals for changes to Rule 5, Measurement Procedure  
Paragraphs 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5 - no change.  
Changes are proposed for paragraphs 5.3 and 5.4 only.  
Existing 5.3 A measurer shall not be authorised to measure a boat owned or built by himself or in which he has a vested interest.  



Existing 5.4 Two copies of the official class measurement form properly completed in accordance with these rules shall be signed by 
the builder, official measurer and owner.  
Paragraph 5.3: remove existing text and replace with  
5.3 A Measurer shall not be authorised to measure a boat they own or built or in which they have a vested interest, except where 
the builder is the Copyright Holder, in which case “in house certification” is permitted.  
Rationale  
In 2008 the UKWA Chairman negotiated with the Builder (Hartley Boats) a measurement approach whereby Hartleys would have 
the delegated authority to measure (including weighing) their own race boats for UK customers. They then submit the completed 
measurement form to the Association Secretary, who issues the Class Certificate on the basis of the Builder’s measurement form. 
This approach is ‘borrowed’ from the similar approach whereby UKWA has given delegated authority for the sail measurers (who 
are In-House Certified by the RYA) to measure their own sails for UK customers.  
UKWA has the right to withdraw these delegated authorities (from Hartleys or from any of the sailmakers) at any time.  
This approach, agreed by the Association’s Executive Committee at their meeting on Saturday 11 October 2008, is in conflict with 
the old Rule 5.3  
Paragraph 5.4: remove existing text and replace with  
5.4 Two copies of the official class measurement form properly completed in accordance with these rules shall be signed by the 
official Measurer and the owner.  
Rationale  
The Scandinavian Wayfarer Society have measured Wayfarers and issued measurement forms for more than 40 years. These 
measurement forms have only ever been signed by the Measurer and the owner and never by the builder, without causing any 
objections or problems.  
End of proposed rule change.  
This would be raised at the WIC meeting held during the Internationals on Lake Eustis next week.  

 
7.            Vice-Chairman’s Report and review of 2021 Areas of Focus   JM reported that last year we said we would remain flexible 

in our approach; doing much the same as we had planned for 2020; and increasing what we do. We would encourage 
members to help by organising more events for other members to take part in and, thanks to Jonathan Fergusson, we 
were able to do so. This is ongoing and will be reported later in the meeting.  

8. WIC report: In Ralph Roberts (RMR) ‘s absence: JM reported that the International Championships were going ahead 
followed by a week’s cruising at Cedar Key on the Gulf of Mexico.   Several of our members would be attending both.  

               Monica Schaefer (MS) asked John Millar if he might be interested in the next International cruising rally be held in 
Strangford Lough, with her guidance.   John Miller will look into this and liaise with MS.   It was at this point that BM 
presented John Miller with the Piers Plowman trophy. (Tony Hill asked that his report was corrected; he was not 
Lancastrian, but from Yorkshire!). 

10. Hon Cruising Secretary’s Report: Boris Morrice (BM) reported that 2021 had seen much cruising and while some went 
under the radar, others posted photos and live streams on the Facebook Wayfarer Dinghy Group etc was lovely.  BM was 
very grateful to all those who organised rallies and for all of their hard work.    

                CC22: Jeremy Norman (JN) was organising the Cruising Conference held for the first time for a long time, at Rutland SC in 
March and was very excited.  Already 61 attendees had signed up.  There would be a cap of 70.  JN anticipated a waiting 
list.     

11.         Election of Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon Treasurer and Committee.  As per nominations enclosed with AGM papers and 
               received by the Secretary in writing, giving name of proposer and seconder, not less than 45 days before the AGM.   
 
 
 
 

Officers: 
Elected every year 

Nomination Boat No. Proposed by: Boat No. Seconded by: Boat No. 

 
Chairman John Mellor W1162 Mark Foreman W10508 Terry Cook W9593 
Vice-Chairman John Mellor W1162 /  /  

Hon. Treasurer Philip Ayton A1407 Jeremy Norman W8598 Monica Schaefer W11299 
Excom (4-10)  
elected every year 

      

Racing Sec Tim Townsend W11012 Philip Ayton A1407 Nigel O’Donnell W11282 
Cruising Sec Boris Morrice W6330 Mark Foreman W10508 Ralph Roberts W9885 
Marketing Officer & 
Irish Rep 

Monica 
Schaefer 

W11299 Ralph Roberts W9885 Rob Windsor W9405 

WIC Rep Ralph Roberts W 9885 John Mellor W1162 Monica Schaefer W11299 
Wayfarer News Editor Merrin Froggett A1973 Kay Marriott W8545 Pete Clarkson 

 
A2236 

Webmaster &Cruising 
Report Library  

Rob Windsor W9405 Jeremy Norman W8598 Ralph Roberts W9885 

Trophy Secretary Nigel O’Donnell W11282 Monica Schaefer W11299 Tim Townsend W11012 
Family Sailing Mark Foreman W10508 Luke Bosman W7391 Jeremy Norman W8598 
Cruising Conference Jeremy Norman W8598 Terry Cook W9593 Merrin Froggett A1973 
ENews editor Luke Bosman W7391 Merrin Froggett A1973 Ralph Roberts W9885 



Co-opted:       
Excom Support Terry Cook W9593 Merrin Froggett A1973 Ralph Roberts W9885 
Wayfarer Dinghy Group Paul Coveney W9346 Luke Bosman W7391 Monica Schaefer W11299 
R&T Chairman John Mellor  W1162 Jeremy Norman W8598 Ralph Roberts W9885 
Wayfarer Tent hire Kay Marriott W8545 John Mellor W1162 Merrin Froggett A1973 

 
           Committee Members retiring under Rule 22:   
                At the Annual General Meeting each year three of the elected or region-appointed Members shall retire in order of 

election or seniority. In the case of equal seniority the order of the retirement shall, failing agreement between the 
members concerned, be determined by lot. Members retiring under the rule shall be immediately eligible for re-election to 
the Committee. 

               Qualifying members are: Nigel O’Donnell and Merrin Froggett, Mark Foreman and Jeremy Norman having stood at 5 and 4 
years, respectively.   All are willing to stand again for re-election. 

               Both JM and PA were elected as Chairman and Hon. Treasurer, with no votes against.   
               The executive committee were elected, as nominated above, with no votes against.  
               MS invited all members to consider standing for election; it was by no means a closed shop and all committee members 

would be pleased to hand over to new faces and fresh ideas.  LB added that, as relatively new to the committee, that they 
were a very friendly bunch! 

12. Chairman to highlight 2022 Areas of Focus:  JM reported that the UKWA were developing a video library which will be 
available to members based on the Cruising Conference videos from 2021: with presentations, video logs and how to make 
and do videos.  

               Terry Cook is organising an event to encourage sailors both new and old to come along and have a go/ get expert advice on 
sailing a Wayfarer. Once we have found out what people want, we would hope to run similar events in various places. 
Andy Darby Is doing a similar thing at an open meeting at Banbury Sailing Club (located between Leamington Spa 
Northampton and Banbury) where the focus will be on racing.  

               As our membership increased; so our offerings to members are increasing.   
13. AOB.  None. 
 
JM declared the meeting closed at 20:15 pm 

Signed:     Chairman  Date:  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


